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The learner....
listens and responds to simple classroom instructions.
uses formulaic expressions (greetings, request, sorry, thank 

you etc.,).
listens and responds to simple conversations, description of 

objects   with one or two words.
names familiar objects seen in the pictures.
differentiates between small and capital letters.
recites simple  poems/rhymes with actions .
listens to English words, greetings, polite forms of expression, 

simple sentences, and responds in English or the home 
language or 'signing' (using sign language).

uses action words related to daily routine and words related to 
her/his surroundings.

talks about self /situations/ pictures/images in English/home 
language.

reads words graphically and associates with pictures.
responds orally (in their mother tongue or  including sign 

language) to comprehension questions related to 
stories/poems identifies characters and sequence of a story 
and asks questions about the story.

carries out simple instructions such as 'Shut the door', 'Bring 
me the book', and such others.

draws pictures and writes the names graphically.
uses nouns such as 'boy', 'sun', and prepositions like 'in', 'on', 

'under', etc.
writes legibly her/his name, school name, objects around 

her/him.
writes simple words like mother, father, book, pencil, pen, fan, 

dog, rat, bus etc.
Works with numbers 1 to 20
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The learner....
sings songs or rhymes with action and adds lines to rhymes with 

simple structure.
listens to English words, greetings, polite forms of expression, 

and responds in English/home language like 'How are you?', 

'I'm fine, thank you.' etc.
listens to short texts from children's section of newspapers, read 

out or  narrated by the teacher.
responds to questions related to stories in English/home 

language/signs, orally and through writing.
responds to comprehension questions related to stories and 

poems, in home language or English or sign language, orally 

and in writing (words, phrases and  short sentences).
identifies characters, and sequence of events in a story.
expresses verbally her/his opinion and asks questions about the  

characters, storyline, etc., in English or home language.
uses simple adjectives related to size, shape, colour, weight, 

texture such as 'big', 'small', 'round', 'pink' 'red' 'heavy' 

'light' 'soft' etc.
uses pronouns related to gender like 'he, she, his, her, it' and 

other pronouns like 'this, that; here, there; these, those' etc.
uses prepositions like 'before', 'between'' etc.
reads texts with simple sentences with the help of pictures.
uses and writes phrases and simple sentences.
describes a person/object/place in few words and phrases.
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The learner....
recites poems individually/ in groups 

with correct pronunciation and 
intonation.

performs events such as role play/ skit 
in English with appropriate 
expressions.

expresses orally her/his opinion/ 
understanding about the story and 
characters in the story.

reads aloud with appropriate 
pronunciation and pause.

reads small texts with comprehension 
i.e., identifies main idea, details and 
sequence and draws conclusions.

reads and understands poems, simple 
stories, characters in the story etc., 
and expresses her/his opinions orally.

distinguishes between simple past and 
simple present tenses.

identifies opposites like 'day/night', 
'close/open' and such others.

reads printed scripts on the classroom 
walls: poems, posters, charts etc.

writes words/phrases/sentences
uses meaningful short sentences orally 

and in writing.
uses a variety of nouns, pronouns, 

adjectives and prepositions in context 
as compared to previous class.

uses imperative sentences and 
comparative forms.

writes 5-6 sentences on personal 

writes 5-6 sentences on personal 
experiences/events using verbal or 
visual clues.

uses vocabulary related to subjects like 
Maths, EVS relevant to class III.

uses punctuation such as question mark, 
full stop and capital letters 
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announcements made in class / school.
responds to questions based on day-to-day life 

experiences, an article, story or poem heard 
or read.

describes briefly, both in oral or written about 
the events, places or personal experiences.

shares riddles and tongue twisters. 
speaks briefly on  familiar topics and 

experiences of day-to-day life like 
'conservation of water;  'a visit to a zoo; 
'going to a mela' Swatch Bharat etc.

presents orally the highlights of a given 
written text/a short speech/ narration/ 
video/film/pictures/photographs etc.

uses punctuation marks such as question mark 
(?) ; comma (,); and full stop (.), 
appropriately.

reads aloud by using proper pronunciation, 
intonation and pauses.

reads sub-titles on TV, titles of books, news 
headlines, pamphlets and advertisements, 
signboards…

reads printed script on the classroom walls, 
notice board in posters and in 
advertisements.

uses punctuation marks appropriately in 
writing.

infers the meaning of unfamiliar words by 
reading them in context.

uses dictionary to find out spelling and 
meaning.

responds in writing to questions based on day-
to-day life experiences,  an article, story or 
poem heard or read.

writes informal letters or messages. 
uses linkers to indicate connections such as 

but, and,  first, next......
uses nouns, verbs, adjectives and prepositions 

The learner:
recites poems with appropriate expressions 

and intonation.
enacts different roles in short skits.
responds to simple instructions, 

4

in speech and writing.
solves simple cross word puzzles, builds word 

chains etc.
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The learner......
answers coherently in written or oral form to 

questions based on day - to - day life 
experiences, unfamiliar story, poem heard or 
read.

recites and shares songs, poems, games, riddles, 
stories, tongue twisters etc,  with peers and 
family members.

acts according to the instructions given in 
games/sports such as 'Hit the ball!' 'Throw the 
ring.' 'Run to the finish line!'etc.

reads story books, news items/ headlines, 
advertisements etc, talks about them and 
composes short paragraphs.

reads text with comprehension to locate the details, 
sequence of events etc.

reads print available in the surroundings 
(advertisements, directions, names of places 
etc), understands and answers queries attempts 
to write creatively (stories, poems, posters, etc).

interacts with the people around her/him such as, 
friends, shop keepers teachers, grandparents, 
teachers, school librarian, gardener etc.

uses meaningful grammatically correct sentences 
to describe and narrate incidents, and for 
framing questions.

uses synonyms such as 'big/large', 'shut/close', and 
antonyms like inside/outside, light/dark from 
clues in context.

connects ideas that he/she has inferred, through 
reading and interaction, with his/ her personal 
experiences.

takes dictation for different purposes, such as lists, 
paragraphs, dialogues etc.

uses the dictionary for reference.
uses different types of nouns, adverbs; 

differentiates between simple past and simple 
present verbs.

writes paragraphs from verbal, visual clues with 
appropriate punctuation marks and linkers.

writes informal letters, messages, descriptions, 
conversations and  'mini biography' and 'mini 
autobiography’.

writes and speaks on peace, equality etc and 
suggesting personal views.

appreciates either verbally / in writing  about the 
variety of food, dress, customs and festivals as 
read, in story books / heard in narratives/ seen 
in videos, films etc., in his/her day-to-day life.
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uÄu§‹Œ ŸNþçº Nþy †ÄuŒ®çõ \{Ìz-¤çuºÆ, ÒÄç, ºzÂ, ¤Ì Eçut Nþçz ÌìŒŒz Eç{º uNþÌy ÄËoì Nzþ ËÄçt Eçut 
Nzþ EŒì§Ä Nþçz EœŒz jæT Ìz ªç{uQNþ/ÌçæNzþuoNþ §çÊç ªõ ŸËoìo Nþºoz Òø@

§çÊç ªõ uŒuÒo †ÄuŒ®çõ Eç{º Æ£tçõ Nzþ Ìçs QzÂŒz Nþç EçŒæt Âzoz Òø@ \{Ìz-F‹Œç, u¤‹Œç, uo‹Œç@
uŸæb (uÂQç ®ç Zœç ÒìEç) Eç{º T{º-uŸæb ÌçªTÀy (\{Ìz, uYÞ ®ç E‹® TÀçuã¢þMÌ) ªõ Eæoº Nþºoz Òø@
uYÞ Nzþ Ìîßª Eç{º Ÿn®q œÒÂìEçzæ œº ¤çºyNþ EÄÂçzNþŒ Nþºoz Òø@
tzQy, ÌìŒy (EŒì§Ä Nþy) TF| ¤çoçõ, \{Ìz - ËsçŒy® Ìçªçu\Nþ VbŒçEçzæ, Nþç®|NÀþªçõ Eç{º TuouÄu‡®çõ œº

¤zu^^Nþ ¤ço Nþºoz Òø, ŸÅŒ Nþºoz Òø Eç{º ¤çoYyo Nþçz EœŒz jæT Ìz EçTz ¤äjçoz Òø@ 
ºzug®çz, by.Äy., EQ¤çº, FæbºŒzb ªõ tzQy/ÌìŒy TF| Q¤ºçõ Nþçz EœŒz Æ£tçõ ªõ NþÒoz Òø@
uÄu§‹Œ EÄÌºçõ/Ìæt§çzú ªõ NþÒy \ç ºÒy tîÌºçõ Nþy ¤çoçõ Nþçz EœŒz jæT Ìz ¤oçoz Òø/uÂQoz Òø@ 
œäjy NþÒçŒy, NþuÄoçEçzæ Eçut ªõ uÂuœ uYÒ½Œçõ/Æ£tçõ/ÄçM®çõ Eçut Nþçz tzQNþº Eç{º GŒNþy †ÄuŒ®çõ Nþçz 

ÌìŒNþº, Ìª^Nþº GŒNþy œÒYçŒ Nþºoz Òø@  
EœŒz Ìz u§‹Œ §çÊç, QçŒ-œçŒ, ºÒŒ-ÌÒŒ Ìæ¤æ‡y uÄuÄ‡oçEçzæ œº ¤çoYyo Nþºoz Òø@
ŒL Æ£tçõ Nzþ Ÿuo u\rçÌç Ã®Mo Nþºoz Òø@
uÄuÄ‡ NþÂçEçzæ Ìz \ìägy ÌçªTÀy ªõ Ÿ®ìMo §çÊç Nzþ Ÿuo u\rçÌç Ã®Mo Nþºoz ÒìL GÌNþy ÌºçÒŒç Nþºoz Òø@ 

Ìæt§| Nþy ªtt Ìz EçÌ-œçÌ ªç{\ît uŸæb Nzþ Es| Eç{º Gt½tzÅ® Nþç EŒìªçŒ ÂTçoz Òø, \{Ìz- bç}¢þy Nzþ NþÄº 
œº uÂQz Œçª Nþçz <bç}¢þy> ®ç <Yç}NþÂzb> ¤oçŒç@

uŸæb (uÂQç ®ç Zœç ÒìEç) ªç{\ît Eqº, Æ£t Eç{º ÄçM® Nþy FNþçF®çõ Nþçz œÒYçŒoz Òø, \{Ìz- <ªzºç Œçª 
uÄªÂç Ò{@> ¤oçEçz, ®Ò NþÒçå uÂQç ÒìEç Ò{?/FÌªõ Œçª NþÒçå uÂQç ÒìEç Ò{?/<Œçª> ªõ <ª> œº 
EåTìÂy ºQçz@

œuºuYo/EœºyuYo uÂuQo ÌçªTÀy (\{Ìz:- uªg-gz ªyÂ Nþç Yçb|, EœŒç Œçª, Nþqç Nþç Œçª) ªŒœÌæt 
uNþoç¤ Nþç ÆyÊ|Nþ Eçut) ªõ »uY utQçoz Òø, ¤çoYyo Nþºoz Òø Eç{º Es| Nþy Qçz\ ªõ uÄu§‹Œ ŸNþçº 
Nþy ®ìuMo®çõ Nþç FËozªçÂ Nþºoz Òø, \{Ìz- NzþÄÂ uYÞçõ ®ç uYÞçõ Eç{º uŸæb Nþy ªtt Ìz EŒìªçŒ ÂTçŒç, 
Eqº-†ÄuŒ Ìæ¤æ‡ Nþç FËozªçÂ NþºŒç, Æ£tçõ Nþçz œÒYçŒŒç, œîÄ| EŒì§Äçõ Eç{º \çŒNþçºy Nþç FËozªçÂ 
Nþºoz ÒìL EŒìªçŒ ÂTçŒç Eçut@

uÒæty Nzþ Äm|ªçÂç Nzþ Eqºçõ Nþy EçNwþuo Eç{º †ÄuŒ®çå œÒYçŒoz Òø@
uÂQŒç ÌyQŒz Nþy ŸuNÀþ®ç Nzþ tç{ºçŒ EœŒz uÄNþçÌçnªNþ Ëoº Nzþ EŒìÌçº uYÞçõ, Eçägy-uoºZy ºzQçEçzæ 

(Nþyºª-Nþçbz) Eqº-EçNwþuo®çõ, ËÄ-Äo|Œy (FæŒÄõubg Ëœ{uÂæT) Eç{º ËÄ-uŒ®æuÞo ÂzQŒ (NþŒÄøÆŒÂ 
ºçFubæT) Nzþ ªç†®ª Ìz ÌìŒy ÒìF| Eç{º EœŒz ªŒ Nþy ¤çoçõ Nþçz EœŒz oºyNzþ Ìz uÂQŒz Nþç Ÿ®çÌ Nþºoz Òø@ 

listens and responds to dialogues / conversations that contain six  or 
seven exchanges, uses appropriate cohesive devices and sustains the 
conversation.

participates in activities like 'role play, group discussions, debate, etc.
uses a variety of sentence forms to express the attributes of certain vivid images 

Viz narratives descriptions and respond to narratives that contain a sequence 
of events and dialogues, images, settings, characterization evoking images.

listens to poems / songs that contain  specific  patterns (rhythm, music, theme, 
structure) and recites and shares poems, songs,  jokes, riddles, tongue twisters 
etc.

responds to a variety of questions on familiar and unfamiliar texts verbally. 
Responds to announcements and instructions made in the class, school 
assembly and in other public places. 

delivers a speech and compeers a programme conducted at the school level and 
other public gatherings.

reads any authentic text and understand the meaning between the lines and 

The learner...

beyond the lines 
reads a variety of texts and identifies the main ideas, characters, sequence of ideas and 

events and relates with his / her personal experience.
refers to dictionaries to find meaning and other aspects of the word.
infers meaning of unfamiliar words by reading them in context.
reads to seek information from notice board, news papers, the internet, tables, charts, 

diagrams and maps etc.
writes grammatically correct sentences for a variety of situations using noun, pronoun, 

verb, adverb, determiners etc.
understands the use of simple present and present continuous.
connects sentences using adverbial connectives such as when, if, as, because, since etc 

and uses coordinate structures with, and, but, or etc.
develops an understanding of passive construction and predicated patterns.
develops an understanding on degrees of comparison and phrases such as noun phrase 

and verb phrase.
uses synonyms, antonyms appropriately; deduces word meanings from clues in context 

while reading a variety of text.
uses nouns and verbs interchangeably. Uses knowledge of individual words in unknown 

compound words to predict their meaning.
develops vocabulary by reading extensively and by using meta-linguistic awareness
responds to a variety of questions on familiar and unfamiliar texts in writing.
follows the lay out and conventions of various discourse genres such as conversations, 

description, narrative, notice, message, poster, slogans, diary, letter, drama, essay, 
etc.

uses meaningful sentences to describe / narrate factual / imaginary situations in writing.
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uÄuÄ‡ Gt½tzÅ®çõ Nzþ uÂL EœŒy §çÊç EsÄç ËNîþÂ Nþy §çÊç Nþç FËozªçÂ Nþºoz ÒìL 
¤çoYyo Nþºoz Òø, \{Ìz-\çŒNþçºy œçŒz Nzþ uÂL ŸÅŒ œîZŒç, uŒ\y EŒì§Äçõ Nþçz 
Ìç^ç NþºŒç, EœŒç oN|þ tzŒç Eçut@

EœŒy uŒ\y uã\ætTy Eç{º œuºÄzÆ œº Eç‡çuºo EŒì§Äçõ œº ÌìŒç®y \ç ºÒy ÌçªTÀy, 
\{Ìz-NþuÄoç, NþÒçŒy, œçzËbº, uÄrçœŒ Eçut Ìz \çzägoz ÒìL ¤çoYyo ªõ ÆçuªÂ 
Nþºoz Òø@

œäjy TF| ÌçªTÀy œº uYæoŒ Nþºoz ÒìL ¤zÒoº Ìª^ Nzþ uÂL ŸÅŒ œîZoz, œuºYYç| 
Nþºoz Òø@

EœŒz œuºÄzÆ ªõ ªç{\ît ÂçzNþNþsçEçzæ Eç{º ÂçzNþTyoçõ Nzþ ¤çºz ªõ YYç| Nþºoz Òø Eç{º 
GŒNþy ÌºçÒŒç Nþºoz Òø@

uNþÌy œçe½®ÄËoì Nþçz œäjŒz Nzþ tç{ºçŒ ã\¿ºo œägŒz œº EœŒz uNþÌy ÌÒœçey ®ç 
uÆqNþ Nþy ªtt ÂzNþº Gœ®ìMo Ìæt§| ÌçªTÀy, \{Ìz- Æ£tNþçzÆ, ªçŒuYÞ, 
FæbºŒzb ®ç E‹® œìËoNþçõ Nþç Ÿ®çzT Nþºoz Òø@

uYÞ ªõ ®ç NÀþªÄçº Ì\ç®z uYÞçõ ªõ Vb ºÒy EÂT-EÂT VbŒçEçzæ, TuouÄu‡®çõ 
Eç{º œçÞçõ Nþçz LNþ Ìæt§| ®ç NþÒçŒy Nzþ ÌîÞ ªõ tzQNþº Ìª^oz Òø Eç{º ÌºçÒŒç 
Nþºoz Òø@

EœŒy uŒ\y u\ætTy Eç{º œuºÄzÆ œº Eç‡çuºo EŒì§Äçõ Nþçz EœŒz ÂzQŒ ªõ ÆçuªÂ 
Nþºoz Òø@

EœŒy NþÁœŒç Ìz NþÒçŒy, NþuÄoç EçTz ¤äjçoz Òø@ 
EœŒz EŒì§Äçõ Nþçz EœŒy §çÊç Æ{Ây ªõ uÂQoz Òø@ 

responds to different kinds of instructions, requests, directions in varied contexts viz. 
school, bank, railways.

responds to the questions based on a variety of texts and predictions made through 
listening.

participates in different activities such as role play, recitation of poetry, skit, debate, 
speech, elocution, quiz etc organized by school and other such organizations.

sustains the conversations in English with family, friends and people from different 
professions such as a shopkeeper, salesperson, etc using appropriate vocabulary.

speaks about excerpts, dialogues, skits, short films, news and debate on TV and radio, 
audio-video programmes on suggested websites.

reads textual / non textual material analytically and identifies themes and sub themes. 
Thinks critically, compares and contrasts characters, events, ideas, themes and 
relates them to life.  

reads to seek information in print / online, notice board, sign boards in public places, 
news paper, hoarding etc.

reads a variety of texts for pleasure and develops one's own perceptions.
uses appropriate and different  forms in communication (e.g. noun, pronoun, verb, 

determiners, time and tense, passivization , adjectives, adverb, etc)

....

The learner.... 

7

uNþÌy ÌçªTÀy Nþçz œäjoz ÒìL ÂzQNþ t½Äçºç ºYŒç Nzþ œuºŸzß® ªõ NþÒz TL uÄYçºçõ Nþçz 
Ìª^Nþº Eç{º EœŒz EŒì§Äçõ Nzþ Ìçs GŒNþy ÌæTuo, ÌÒªuo ®ç EÌÒªuo Nzþ 
Ìæt§| ªõ EœŒz uÄYçº Eu§Ã®Mo Nþºoz Òø@

develops an understanding of subject – verb agreement (person, number, gender) and 
conjunctions.

understands 'if clause, adverbials of time, place and manner' and uses them.
uses appropriate vocabulary for expressing oneself using a variety of discourse markers  

both in oral and written.
coins new words appropriate to the context.
infers the meaning of the unfamiliar words by reading them in context.
derives a different category of the word by changing the prefix and suffix of certain 

words and tries to make new collocations when the context demands.
refers to a dictionary, thesaurus and encyclopedia to find meanings /spelling and others 

aspects of the words while reading and writing.
develops mind maps about persons, places, and  events social issues  and incorporates 

her/his  reflections wherever possible while writing.
writes short profiles and biographical sketches depicting the characteristics and 

contributions of people
organizes sentences coherently in English / in Braille with the help of visual / verbal 

clues and with a sense of audience
writes songs and poems on various themes involving various images evoking emotions.
writes formal letters, personal diary, list, e-mail / SMS, etc. using proper capitalization 

and punctuation.
writes descriptions/narratives showing sensitivity to gender, environment and 

appreciation of cultural diversity.
writes scripts/dialogues for a drama/play and skit.
writes a book review.
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EsÄç œçe½®ÄËoì Nþy ¤çºyNþy Ìz \çåY Nþºoz ÒìL GÌNzþ ¤çºz ªõ EŒìªçŒ ÂTçoz Òø, uÄÅÂzÊm 
Nþºoz Òø Eç{º uNþÌy uÄÆzÊ uÄÊ®çõ Nþçz Qçz\oz Òø@ 

uÄu§‹Œ œeŒ ÌçªuTÀ®çõ ªõ Ÿ®ìMo Æ£tçõ, ªìÒçÄºçõ, ÂçzNþçzuMo®çõ Nzþ Es| Ìª^oz ÒìL GŒNþy 
ÌºçÒŒç/Ÿ®çzT Nþºoz Òø@

uÄu§‹Œ œeŒ ÌçªuTÀ®çõ Nþçz œäjoz ÒìL GŒNzþ uÆÁœ Nþy ÌºçÒŒç Nþºoz Òø Eç{º EœŒz ËoºçŒìNîþÂ 
ªç{uQNþ, uÂuQo, ¤ÀzÂ/ÌçæNzþuoNþ ¿œ ªõ GÌNzþ ¤çºz ªõ EœŒy uÄYçº Ã®Mo Nþºoz Òø@

uNþÌy œçe½®ÄËoì Nþçz œäjŒz Nzþ tç{ºçŒ Ìª^Œz Nzþ uÂL Æ£tNþçzÆ, ªçŒuYÞ, FæbºŒzb ®ç E‹® 
œìËoNþçõ Nþç Ÿ®çzT Nþºoz Òø@

œäjŒz Eç{º uÂQŒz Nzþ Gt½tzÅ® Nþçz †®çŒ ªõ ºQoz ÒìL EœŒy ¤ço Nþçz Ÿ§çÄy oºyNzþ Ìz 
uÂQoz/Eu§Ã®Mo Nþºoz Òø@

§çÊç Nþy ¤çºyuNþ®çõ Nþç uÂuQo Ÿ®çzT Nþºoz Òø, \{Ìz- NþuÄoç Nzþ Æ£tçõ Nþçz ¤tÂNþº Es| Eç{º 
Â® Nþçz Ìª^Œç@

EœŒz EŒì§Äçõ Nþçz EœŒy §çÊç Æ{Ây ªõ uÂQoz Òø@ ÂzQŒ Nzþ uÄuÄ‡ oºyNþçõ Eç{º Æ{uÂ®çõ Nþç 
Ÿ®çzT Nþºoz Òø, \{Ìz-uÄu§‹Œ oºyNþçõ Ìz (NþÒçŒy, NþuÄoç, uŒ¤æ‡ Eçut) NþçzF| EŒì§Ä 
uÂQŒç@

t{uŒNþ \yÄŒ Ìz EÂT uNþÌy VbŒç/uËsuo œº uÄu§‹Œ oºyNzþ Ìz Ìw\ŒçnªNþ jæT Ìz uÂQoz Òø, 
\{Ìz-ÌçzÆÂ ªyug®ç œº, Œçzb¤ìNþ œº ®ç ÌæœçtNþ Nzþ Œçª œÞ Eçut@

uÄuÄ‡ NþÂçEçzæ \{Ìz-ÒËoNþÂç, ÄËoìNþÂç, Qzoy-¤çägy, Œwn®NþÂç, ÌæTyo Eçut ªõ Ÿ®çzT 
ÒçzŒzÄçÂy §çÊç (ºu\Ëbº) Nþç Ìw\ŒçnªNþ Ÿ®çzT Nþºoz Òø@

EœŒz EŒì§Äçõ Nþçz EœŒy §çÊç-Æ{Ây ªõ Eu§Ã®Mo Nþºoz Òø@

responds to oral instructions and announcements in school and public places viz. 
railway station, market, airport, cinema and act accordingly.

participates in debates and discussions / conversations with people from different 
professions, using appropriate vocabulary, discourse markers, appropriate 
cohesive devices and maintaining social norms (politeness).

delivers a speech and compeers programmes for different occasions. 
speaks about objects / events in the class / school environment and outside 

surroundings that contain a few attributes, vivid images, a variety of sentence 
forms and with personal reflections.

listens to commentaries of sports and games, speeches, news, debates on TV / Radio 
and expresses opinions about them and make notes.

introduces guests, interviews people by asking  and answering questions in different 
contexts and situations (e.g. based on the text / beyond the text / out of curiosity/in 
a new context; use appropriate vocabulary and accurate sentences  while 
engaging in conversation.

participates in different events such as role play, recitation of poetry, skit, drama, 
debate, speech,  quiz, etc organised by school and other such organisations;

narrates stories (real or imaginary) and real life experiences.
interprets quotations, sayings and proverbs orally.
reads excerpts, dialogues, poems and expresses opinions about them.

The learner ....
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reads textual / non textual materials in English / Braille with comprehension.
identifies details, themes and subthemes, characters, main idea and sequence of ideas and 

events while reading.
reads, compares, analyses, contrasts, thinks critically and relates ideas to life and reads texts 

from multiple perceptive.
reads a variety of texts  e.g. adventure stories and science fiction, and fairy tales, descriptions, 

non- fiction articles, narratives, travelogues, biographies, essays, news reports, reviews 
etc. (extensive reading).

uses appropriate vocabulary, phrasal verbs/idioms, nouns and verbs interchangeably for 
expressing oneself  in different contexts , while speaking and writing.

refers  to a dictionary or a thesaurus and encyclopedia as reference books for meaning, spelling 
and other literary aspects of the word while reading and writing. Infers the meaning of 
unfamiliar words by reading them in context.

understands and explains frequently used synonyms, antonyms, collocations, homophones 
and homographs.

communicates  accurately using appropriate grammatical forms (e.g. clauses, comparison of 
adjectives, time and tense, active and passive voice, question tags, reported speech etc.

develops an understanding of declarative, imperative, interrogative, and exclamatory 
sentences, degrees of comparison ….

develops an understanding of auxiliary function (tags, questions, negatives) and maintains 
agreement in terms of person, number and gender in a sentence.

writes answers to textual / non textual questions after comprehension /inference; draws 
character sketch, attempts extrapolative writing.

follows the lay out conventions of various discourse genres such as conversation, description, 
narrative, notice, message, poster, slogans, diary, letter, drama, essay, etc.

writes a coherent and meaningful paragraph in different discourses by interpreting quotations, 
sayings and proverbs in writing through the process of drafting, revising, editing and 
finalizing.

writes e-mails, messages, notices, formal letters, descriptions, narratives, personal diary, 
report, short, personal / biographical experiences, scripts for a skit, play/drama, speech, 
choreography, book review etc. with a proper beginning, middle and end with appropriate 
punctuation marks.

uÄu§‹Œ uÄÊ®çõ œº Eç‡çuºo uÄuÄ‡ ŸNþçº Nþy ºYŒçLå œäjNþº YYç| Nþºoz Òø@
uÒæty §çÊç ªõ GœÂ£‡ uÄu§‹Œ ŸNþçº Nþy ÌçªTÀy Nþçz Ìª^Nþº œäjoz Òø Eç{º GÌªõ EœŒy 

ub›œmy, ºç®, uŒÉNþÊ| Eçut Nþçz ªç{uQNþ/uÂuQo/ÌçæNzþuoNþ §çÊç ªõ Eu§Ã®Mo Nþºoz Òø@
œäjy TF| ÌçªTÀy œº uYæoŒ Nþºoz ÒìL Ìª^ Nzþ uÂL ŸÅŒ œîZoz Òø@
uÄu§‹Œ ÌæÄztŒÆyÂ ªìt½tçõ/uÄÊ®çõ, \{Ìz-\çuo, ‡ª|, ºæT, \õgº, ºyuo-uºÄç\çõ Nzþ ¤çºz ªõ EœŒz 

uªÞçõ E†®çœNþçõ ®ç œuºÄçº Ìz ŸÅŒ Nþºoz Òø, \{Ìz-EœŒz ªçzÒÁÂz Nzþ ÂçzTçõ Ìz n®ç{Òçº ªŒçŒz 
Nzþ oºyNzþ œº ¤çoYyo NþºŒç@

uÄu§‹Œ ŸNþçº Nþy ÌçªTÀy, \{Ìz ÂzQ, uºœçzo|ç\, ÌæËªºm, uŒ¤æ‡, Ã®æS® Eçut Nþçz œäjoz ÒìL
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